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Atrstract
In this paper, recent developnrents leading to a new folmulation of the NantJ:ii Jona-Lasinio
(NJL) model for"vacuunt phase transitions (VPTs) which accounts for the divergence preserrt
in the original model,

as u,ell as

generalizing it to multiple flavors of leptons, wiil be cliscussed.

Originaliy the NJL model was conceived fi'om a conrpalison between particle physics and the
Bardeen Cooper Schrieffer (BCS) Theory of Suirerconductivity. Nambu and Jona-Lasinio

iised the component of Cooper pairs to nrodel the behavior of a pair of nrassless fermions
wirich condense in a vacuum via a VPT to folm a massive fernrion. However, Nambu and
Jona-Lasinio found tliat their theory containecl a clivergent integral in the expression for the
vactlum energy. They resolvecl this by introducing an ambiguous cutoll which prevented the

acquisition of quant,itative results. Using a new legularization renormalization nrethod proposed by Ni's colleague ancl former stuclent, Yamg, l'tri disposed of this cutoff and allowed for

the NJL model to produce quantitative results. However, cliscrepancies in the final vacuum
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energy clensity, as well as the lack of generalization from this theory to multiple flavors of
Ieptons indicated tirat more research was necessary to propose a conrplete NJL theory. New
research conducted by

Ni and his collaborators (inchrding this author) generalizes the NJL

model by taking the rracuum energy as a sum over all of the multiple flavors of leptons. This
sa,nle approach

of using the vacltun] energy has been taken to applying the NJL model to

quarks. Computational sohttions to the nrass latio equations proposed by the NJL model
have not yet been obtainecl. These compntational results shall be usecl to confirm the validity

of the proposed theoretical fi'ameworh.

Introduction
In

1961, Yoichiro Nambu and Giovanni Jona-Lasinio proposed the

phase transitions[[1],[2]]

It

NJL model for vacuunr

clescribed the process through which a pair of massless fermions

(particles which obey Ferni-Dirac statistics, such as qriarhs and leptons) unclergo

a,

VPT

to become a ntassive palticle. This theory was based in part on an analogy to the

BCS

theory of superconductivity proposed by John Barcleen, Leon Cooper, and Robert Schrieffer

in 1954.
Although the qualitative vahre of the model was quickly seen by scientists, a quantitative
appreciation was unobtainable. The main cause of this difficulty was the presence of the
qua,dratically divergent integral

I

(Eq 2.1)

,: lo*or#=,r,

(2.1)

in one of the nrain mathentatical conrponents of the NJL nrodel, the gap equation (trc12.2).
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Because the gap equation is responsible for describing the process by which a particle's nrass
condenses as the

VPT proceeds, the divelgent integral is particularly damaging to the theory.

In the original theorv, Nambu and

Jona,- Lasinio proposecl

that the integral could be solved

by using a cutoff constant A. In other words, rewriting the integral as Eq 2.3.

,

L:

[n,uy_____:p2

i

Jo t/p't L'

(2.3)
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However, because the cutoff constant is ambiguous, the solntion to this equation, and indeed the final resrilts

of the theory, are ambiguoLrs as well, obstructing the theory from

use

quantitatively.
Due to this complication, for over flfty years subsequent to its proposal, the NJL model

remained of

little use quantitively. However, in

1995,

Ji

Feng Yang, a PhD student of

Guang-Jiong Ni (a professor at Fudan University), presented in his PhD thesis [[3]] a new

regularization renormalization method for divergent integrals. This method proposed cre-

ating a differential equation by taking the derivative of the integral until

it

is no longer

clivergent. Then, the differential equation would be solved to give the solution to the inte-

gral. In 2013, after its

successful application

to such topics

as the calculation of the mass

of the Higgs particle [[4], [5]], Ni, Yang, Jianjun Xu, and Senyue Lou applied the nrethod to

the divergent integral in the gap equation of the NJL mocle

[[6]]

Despite the success of this endeavor, problems still remained with the new form of the

NJL model. First,

it

only describecl the transition of one flavor of lepton, the electron. In

order to fully describe the VPTs of leptons, the model must at least describe the additional

leptons: the muon and the tau. The second probiem with this
was

ner,v veLsion

of the NJL model

that it contained a clecrease in the energy density of the vacltltn) within which the VPT

occtttred, after its contpletion.

It

rvas proposed

lty Ni that this energy decrease may be

rectified by the consideration of the muon and the

tau. Currently, this author is working

with Ni and Ni's collaborators to derrelop this new theory.
The purpose of this paper is to review the background of the NJL model, and examine
soure

of the research culrently being

clone

to

develop a conrplete theory of how leptons

ttndergo VPTs. Section 3 wiii give a brief introduction

to Quantum Field Theory and its

relevancy to the NJL ntoclel. Section 4 will give a short summary of the BCS theory of
supercondtrctivity and its relevancy to the NJL model. Section 5 will give a short sunrmary
of the portions of the NJL model as oliginally ploposed by Nambu and Jona Lasinio, which

are relevant

to this research.

Section 6

will outline Ni's 2013 contribrition to the NJL

nrodel. Section 7 will explore the research currently being conducted by Ni and his colleagues
(inchrding this author).
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3

Quantum Field Theory

In order to properly exaniine the NJL model, it is important to first

become familiar

with

Qttantum Field TheoLy (QPT). First formulated in the early nineteen hundreds by numerous
physicists (notably Einstein, Dirac, Pauli, Fermi, Fe\rnnran, Dyson, Tomonaga, Schwinger,

etc.), QFT concerns multiple particles created fronr a vacitltil] and tr"aveling at relativistic
speeds. The fundamental concept behind QFT is that particles are excited states of

a

physical lield. One kincl of particles is clescribed by one l<ind of field in QFT.

The first is the Fermi-Dirac Field. Particies existing as a part of this {reld are called
Femions and obe;, Fernri-Dirac statistics (a set of physical nrles which the particles follow).
Numerous composite particles are felmions, horvever the main elententary particles which

are considered Fermions are the quarhs and the leptons. The key property of Fermi-Dirac

statistics is that no two particles can exist in the saule qlta,ntum state. A way to think

of this is by an analogy with classical physics. In ciassical physics, no two objects

at the

same place

ca,n be

at the sante tinre. This notion corild be understood to evolve into the

Pauli exchtsion principle in Quantiim N'Iechanics and in a way, this is the requirement of
Fermi-Dirac statistics [[7]].
The seconcl flelcl is the Bose-Einstein field. In the Bose- Einstein held, particles obey a
cliflerent set of rules (Bose-Einstein statistics). Ilnlike the Fermi-Dirac fleld, Bose-Einstein
statistics do not impose the condition that two particles in tlte fleld cannot exist in the same

quantum state. Particies which make up this fleid are called bosons. As with Fermions,
Bosons consist of numerotrs composite particles. However, the only elementary particles

which are bosons are the photon, the gluon, the weak force bosons and the (hypotheticat)

graviton. Recently, the Higgs boson's theoretical prediction was confirmecl by the

Large

Hadron Coliider, Ieading to its inclusion as the fifth noncomposite boson in the standard
model (not inchicling the graviton due to its hypothetical natur") [t7]]
The NJL ntodel for VPTs as it was originally proposed applied only to the electron.

Ni's 2013 application of the regularization renormalization method, although addressing the
lack of generalization, did not attempt to propose a solution generalized to all fermions.
However, the current lesealch being conducted by

Ni and his colleagues (including this

Inrplications of the NJL N'Iodel with a New Regularization Renormalization Nlethod

author) is attempting to arlclress this issue. Beginning with leptons, the research group is
attentpting to generalize the NJL model to all of the elementary fermions and the 0+ scalar
bosons (not inchrded in this paper).

4

The Theory of Superconductivity

in 1954 Joirn Barcleen, Leon Cooper,

and Robert Schrieffer irroposed the BCS theory of

supercondtrctivity [[B], [9]]. Tire development of this theory proved to be a groundbreaking
achievement following the long stmggle to flnd a suitable theory for the phenomena. Earlier

that year, Leon Cooper set the franteworh for the theory

J:y priblishing a paper on

what are

now known as Cooper pairs [[10]]. The BCS theory was rntegral to the development of the

NJL N'Iodel, as it was b;, anaiogy to the Cooper pairs tirat the NJL model was originally
conceirrecl.

The BCS theory of superconcluctivity describes the process by which a material becomes

a superconcluctor, A superconductor is defined as a material witli virtually zero electrical
resistance. Certain materials (priurarily metals) will beconre superconductors below a certain

temperature (which is diflerent per rnaterial).
Taking a step back for a motlent, when an electron travels through an atonric lattice, it
behaves sinrilarly

to a photon traveling out of a star, it bounces about. Instearl of taking

a

direct path through the lattice, impurities and phonons (vibrations in the lattice structure)
cause the electron

to cleviate. Because current is clefinecl as the flow of electrons through the

material, if the electrons are being prevented from quickly passing through the lattice, the
current is obstructed ancl needs to be pushed by an external electric Iield. The cause of this
current lessening, the contposition of the phonons and lattice impurities, is lesistance.
On the other hand, citrtettt is calried through a sltperconductor by Cooper pairs. Cooper

pairs are electrons in a bound state desi:ite their opposite montentum directions and spin

orientations. The nature of this ocld coupling of attractive force con)es from the following
reason. When an electron intera,cts with a phonon (a vibrating nucleus in the lattice), it

pulls the positive protons in the nucleus toward

it.

This nleans that an electron traveling

toward the nucleus fi'om the othel dilection is caught in the potential weli ieft by the positive

5
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nttcletts' movemeut. This causes the coi.rpling of the caught electron and the electron which

is attracted to the nucleus. This pair of electrons is a Cooper pair.
Below a certain temperature, all resistance in the electron lattice disappears. This is
becattse, according to the BCS theory, the warrefunctions of multiple traveling Cooper pairs

beconre coupled. So, when a Cooper pair passes a discontimrity in the lattice, though

wants to scatter, the antount of energy

it

it

would tahe to do so would be unachievable (it

would, in fact, require the destruction of not only the pair, but many other pairs around

it).

So,

all of the Cooper pairs enter and exit the lattice without any scattering or phonon

interactions, leading to an uninhibited current and thus zero resistance.

It

was in examining the theory of Cooper Pairs

that Nambu and Jona-Lasinio were able to

create their NJL theory. Thev contpared the coupling of the Cooper pairs with the coupling
between two rnassless fermions undergoing a

for the behavior of these

VPT. Under this anaiogy, they devised a moclel

nra,ssless ferurions.

The Nambu Jona Lasinio Model
This ntodel (the NJL nodel), as has already been stated, desclibes the process by which
massless lepton-antilepton pairs

attract each other so that the vaclnlnl unclergoes a VPT,

rendering the creation of a massive lepton possibie [[1],

is given in the NJL nroclei in terms of the !e ancl

[2]] The nrass, m, of the flnal lepton
A. A is a cutoff introcluced to curb the

divergence eventually present in the theory. gs is a coupling constant with a dinrension of

[Ml-', called

the bare coupling constant and is present in the Lagrangian rlensity

(9 with

a dinrension of lA.tlla) of the system (trq 5.1).

g:

-{t.y*at{ +

gol(rhi,),

_

(,{,lrrD\

(b.1)

Where r/ has a climension of of lnf13.'r, in trq 5.1 represents the chirality operator (chirality
represents the polarization direci,ion of the particle in a Dirac tteld). Nambu and Jona-Lasinio

said the Eq 5.2
lfL

-'t'tts:

E(P, m, g,

L) thrr+*:o

(5.2)

tl
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should be satisiied for any Fermion which is rea1, where X represents the unrenormalized
proper self energy associated with the fermion. They used the relation ship g f gs

:

I

(m, g,

lt)

between the bare coupling constant and the coupling constant in trq 5.2. This relationship
gives

that the fraction is a function of the mass, the coupling constant, and the cutoff

From this, an expression for

???

was found

to

be

gsrni f
m:-;i
JFffitr(P,A)
dap

with

F-(p,

used.

(5.3)

A) being a factor of the cutoil The only nontrivial solution to Eq 5.3 is

t: -y
2nn Jt =-!4-r(p,
* - ,ie
?tz

nr,z

^)

\r

(b.4)

A sohrtion was found after Nambu ancl Jona-Lasinio set p2 : f2. The sohrtion thev proposed
was:

2r2

tn,Z / A2

eot':l- *t,'\**')

\

(5'5)

In order for this to have a real sohrtion {or $, the condition

0(

c,-2

(5.6)

got\'
-(1

nurst be tnre.

lJnforturrately, as Nambu and Jona-Lasinio stated thelrselves, this only gives an approximation. The actrtal results of the NJL model cannot be quantitatively viewed using

a

cutoff constant. This problem would haunt physicists fbr many years, until the use of Yang's
regulalization renormaiization method.

Generalized Nambu Jona Lasinio Model
Ni was unsettled by the ambiguous cutofl in trq 5.6. Its

presence prohibitecl any definite

qualitative results from being gathered from the NJL model. In 2013, Ni and his colleagues
proposed the impiementation of a new methori for the replacement of this cutoff.

Implications of the N,IL N,'Iodel with a Ner,v Regularization Renormalization N'Iethod

6.1 Regularization Renormalization Method
The methocl used by Ni ancl his colleagr"res was Iirst prop<isecl by Ni's PhD student, Ji-Feng

Yang, in his 1993 PhD dissertation [[3]], and subsequently used in a number of calculations inchrding wolk related to the Higgs Particle. The fundamental concept behind Yangs
regularization renormalization method is the differentiation (sometimes multiple times for
integrals of quadratic and higher order divergence) of a divergent integral with respect to

a parameter separate from the parameter being integrated bv. The resulting differential
equation is then solved, with the sohrtion in tenns of unknown arbitrary constants. These
unknown constants are tlien solved for using tlie physical conditions of the system.

A simple example of this legulalization lenormalization method is provided by Ni, Xu,
and Lou in their 2010 unpriLilished paper'[[tt]]. An integral usetl for Feynma,n diagrams is
given as:

It

(i,e)2

-iD(p):

!Lslrr--4-f
(2x)ai,kz' p-ft-m

(6.1)

Equation 6.1 can be transformed into:

-ir:(p)

:

*e2

lo'

o*l_r{1-

r)y

rn)r

(6.2)

where:

f (1,4K

tt

1

'-JQit)A(Kr-tWY

(6.3)

NI2:p2rr+(rn2*p2)r

(6.4)

witli:

rrsingk)I{:k-rp.
The integral i is divergent. Yang's legularization renornralization

nrethocl gives that,

1 can be differentiated with respect to l\rt2. The integra,l can then be conductecl and the
differential equation solved by integration to find:

'

:

-i,

1*y1tn

A,r2
p,3=

+ cr)

(6 5)
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Which is in terms of the unknown constants p2 ancl C1. These two constants can then be
conrbined into the consta,nt p2 Substituting Eq 6.5 into Eq 6.2, 6.2 can now be integrated.
Using the physical conditions of the system, [12 can be found to be:

Ltz: tne-5/6

(6.6)

for a freely moving eiectron with observable mass nz.

6.2 The Modified NJL

model

Utilizing this same nrethod for the NJL nrodel, Ni began by giving a reformulated version of
the gap equation [[6]l:

1:g\V LE,

2G
-r

1
-

(6.7)

"l

p

using:

,:lo*,t,ri#;

(6.8)

The first clerival,ive integral of I with respect to A2 is still divergent, liut the second derivative

is convergent, ancl the integral of the differential equation with respect to A2 gives:

r
in terms of C2 and

lo,

:1[o' (,"# -,)

pl. fnis can be substituted

+

c,]

(6.e)

into Eq. 6.7 to give:

(r,"i-r) * ,,f uo,:T.

,,:T - o, (^^i -)

(6 ro)

for the case when the VPT is flnishecl.
Next, Ni proposed that the RRI\'I could aiso };e applied to the expression for the energy
of the vacuunrl:

Euo.: +\w,vn,

-Y

[I,r,r,,

turvo)7.Y}r;r;

(6.11)

lThe operators U and Y relate to the creation
and rlestnrction operators ofthe particle ancl the antiparticle
and will be touched upon in Section Seven
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where cu, is the magnitude of the iinear momentuur described by:

,,

: llf,ll

(6.12)

The kinetic energy term of the energy expression is:

af Inln(n I :5t * *,

(6.18)

p

and the integral .I:

'' :

rm

Jo

d'p(ps

- ozu@ 1 6z)

io'ra;

is quartically divergent. Again, using Yang's RRM and differentiating three times with
respect to (wrt) A2, the result beconres:

rwhere

pl

-*

[o'

(^^;- ;) .

zci^2*

*]

(6 lb)

is the sante as from 1, as it is a n)a^ss scale. The conclition:

E,,o(L' -+0)

:

(0lf1l0)

:0

(6.16)

can be imposed to give the regularization condition:

Cs:0'

(6.17)

The vacuum state energy is then given in terms of A, p,, C2, and Cl to be:

Euo":

-#{^^ @^i-;) . zcL^2 -4^2lo'(r,oi-,) * ,,7*#l* Q,^;-,) *"]'}
(6.18)

Four conditions can be imposed to give the remaining unknown constants. The first is

in evaluating the rate of change of the vacuum energy wrt A2 when the VPT is flnished
(A -+ A1). At that point, the rate of change would be zero, inrplying that the vacuum state
is stable.

Ttr lver:o

(6.1e)
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Tlris condition leacls to the revelation that CZ - Cz. Next, the condition that the vacuum
energy is less than zero after the VPT(this is true because the system would lose energy to

the vacuum phase transition) is imposed to give:

.L?
,rrta,
1

(6.20)

The next stable condition for the vacltltlr)) to be inrposed is:
02 Euo".

O(L'Y

lv

Pr:

(6.21)

u

This condition leads to the equation:

Ll:

12

ple-d4

(6.22)

The second to last condition applied to tire system is that;
03

E,o"

a(,aT

lv

pr:

(6.23)

u

This condition leads to the fact that, in the case when trq 6.23 is equal to zero:

,L? 2
utlrt:-3

(6.24)

One final condition is also considered. This condition says that:
daEvAC

a(a')n

_., o

(6.25)

Based on these conditions, the final result of the revised NJL nioclel gives

that after the

VPT, the relation between Ar, p", and the coripling constant G beconres:
3r2 3tr2 2
_
(6.26)
" 2Lzt_ 2y,7""
Hence A2, the condensate, serves as a, "running order parameter," describing the VPT. Its
I

1

^6

-

final stable value shows up as the mass created. lJnfortunate]y, despite the success of the
regularization renormalization method, the NJL model still contained difficulties. The first

is that

it

did not accottnt for the nllron and the tau. The nrodei only addresses a VPT

producing one flavor of lepton (the electron). The seconcl was that Ni realized the {rgures
contained within the flnal paper were flawecl in two ways. The first was that garnnra rays
were predicted to be relea^sed J:y the VPT, while that would not be possible. The second

difficulty was that the final vacuum state should not contain any massless particles, while in
the expanded NJL theory proposed by Ni,

it

does. This led to the proposal of the seed nrass

(as examined in the next section).
11
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Current Developments in the Nambu Jona Lasinio Model
In order to account for

these difficnlties,

Ni and his colleagues (including this author) have

begun to propose a new generalized NJL rnodel. This a,uthor's contribution to this ntodel
was in performing relevant calculations and clerivations alongside Ni's collaborators. This
new moclel differs from the previous iteration of the NJL model, as the energy is a summation

with respect to the number of flavors of particles. By accounting for these multiple flavors,

this surnmation takes into account the energy density discrepancies present in the prior
revision to the NJL ntodel.
The genelalizecl NJL model proposed by Ni and his research grolrp relies on the Hamil-

tonian. The annihiiation and creation operators respectively for the lepton given as d and
dt are used, while the annihilation ancl creation operators respectivelv are taken to be b and
bt, fo, the antilepton. These operators clescribe the creation ancl annhilation process of each

flavor of fermion, which is why the use of the Hamiltonian rather than the Lagrangian is

so

important to the NJL model and its generalization. The construction of the Haniltonian

(f1) proves to be the lirst step crucial to the theory. The Hamiltonian is proposecl to

be

crucial to the theory:

H: Htl
Ho can be generalized

to be:

4:f
ery

is e6

:

I

a'i

*

(7.1)

Ho

cu!,where

d1

r,o (a!o,",aon

+ 6f,,,bon,)

(7.2)

is the seed ma,ss of each lepton (the subscript of I deflnes the

lepton considered), a,nd r,;, is the magnitude of nromentum, given by:

(r,

:

lpl)'

(

7.3)

The anticommutatiori relations for fermions by definition read:

{o,

ot}:

[aon,,

alo,n,r,)

*=

l,ron

o!o,n,r,

+ o!o,,,,udon) :

6s,6oo,61,1,,

(7.4)

t2

Irnplicatiotts of

1,ite

N,ll, t\{odel u'ith a Nerv R,egulalizrrtion R,enolrnalization

H, lvould then be genelalized
H,

1

V

s7917,lrltt'

[

Niletliocl

as:

(afr,ai, n + b-ontt

ont)

(a!o, n, rbt-o,n, 1,

I

b -p,1,, y d,o,

n,

u)),

P,Pt,h,ht,lrll

(7.5)

where /z is the helicitv ancl is defined by:

o-<d'F>
- lFl

,b

and can be either 1 or

-1.

The coupling constant

(

g1 is:

..2
11 , l^tt-2
t^rt-L
^
yt
-L,t-lM)-',gr-lM)-

(7.7)

The NJL vacllllnl state is the vacuum present after the VPT, and is generalized

INJLVSI =

10ru.,r)

: fI (rr*hvofi,!o1,i1_or) tol
p,h,l

From the NJL vacuum state, the NJL transformations can be generalized

't

()

"t

pl,[

-

| t ,iltl

{:J 1,ht

:

tlorit

The variab\es Ury ancl

ul,l

V1o

r
i
- ll ',I y,[l). pltl

pnt

b-o,,,

:

U etL

-pnt

-

a^s:

(7.8)

a^s:

t,lont: {Jrtaf,nt * ltVpt|-pnt

+ h\,,ritlont

7.6)

(7 e)

hVptdlont

are normalizecl as:

ufl+vfi:t

(2.10)

The NJL transformations can be substituted into the fornnrla for the Hamiltonian (given

in Eq 7.1, Eq 7.2, and Eq 7.5), which

becomes:

H:Euo"tHtlHz*Ha

(7.11)

The vacuum state energy Euo.is definecl as the Hamiltonian operating on the NJL vacuum

state as given by:

E,o": (ONrrlHl0l/rr)

(7.12)

The conrponent A1 of the new Hamiltonian given in terms of the NJL transfornrs is:

H,

: Ia,(nfn,aon
+\f,,,rfro.,)
\

(7.18)

p,h,l

13
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with the enel'g;r of a rnassive palticle after VPT beilg

E'rz:

r,pt: \lrl) +t])i
where

fil! is given by trc17.20. The

(7.14)

conrponent f12 of the new Hamiltonian can also be

written in terms of the NJL transfornrations

as:

H,:

T {z',u"u" - y (p suu,,uv,,u) g;,- v],) + ffuo,uo,1u;, - vi,t) (nal,,rt

p1,7

*

hfr

P,h,l

(7.15)

The inner sunrmation telm in

112 gives

the gap equation:

n,:y
In order to construct

a,

(nn,ro,,r,,)

(7.16)

useful generalizecl version of the revised NJL nrodel for VPTs, it

is necessary to clehne a few useful constants. The ratios of the finai masses squared of the
leptons after the VPT has flnished are important values, which will be denoted by r:

1172 4,2 9z
Tl71 l\1
9t
-:l-:

/

(7.t7)

ancl E:

Tt73 A3
TtLl l\1

-;-: -:vG'
9s

(7.18)

9t

It

is inrportant to note for these ratios that one of the Iepton

a"s

a datunt (reference mass) as compared to the other leptons. On the sa,nre note, the nrass

nla^sses, ???1, tllllst

be chosen

ratio z is denoted as the ratio between the rrinning nrass and the reference rtass:
-9

',

nl,1

The ntnning mass fzr is the nrass of the reference mass lepton as

(7.19)

it is created through the

VPT:

?n?-trl+di

(7.20)
74
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The nrnning mass approaches Tfi1 LS the VPT progresses, nteaning that

VPT

goes

r

goes

to completion. The variable s on the other hand, is the ratio of the

to the datum

to 1 as the

seed mass,

d1

nla,ss:

d!

D

-

I
---rt

(7.21)

111,i

Similar to, but different fi'orn, the running mass, rit!, the seed nrass, d1, denotes the mass
which is goirrg to the final mass, tn1, but at the expense of decreasing 41 according to trq

7.20. This means that the VPT has s going from 0 to 1, while keeping A7
conrbinations of the

r, R, s, and r

Various

also prove useful and are given below;

L7

4:r-s>o
rrl,i

rni

(7.23)

^3+
m21

m!
L?,
-,

(7.22)

63

",2

:r(r-s)

(7.24)

L7
j:E(r-s)

(7.25)

mi

It

> 0.

is important to note tha,t for vacuum stability, the conrponent of the Hamiltonian,

112

ntust be equal to zero. This condition is imposecl because, shoulcl H2 not be equal to zero, it

would indicate that particle antiparticle pairs would lie automatically created and destroyed

in the vaclllrnt. This corild not be true in a stable NJL vacuum state.
The variables Ury ancll\o can be pararneterized

to trq 7.10. The parameterizations are given

a^s

a function of the variable glo according

as;

Ury:

cos?ry

I I

(7.26)

V1r:

si,n?ry

)

(7.27)

0

The paranreterization also intplies that the tangent of 206 is equal to:

A,
ta,n,201,: --:
tLp

(7.28)

15
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and that the sine of 20ry is equal to:
si,n2?ry:2UryV1p

-

A,'+f)
Eb

(7.2e)

and that the cosine of 20ry is equal to:
cos2}ry

-

u?p

vfi:

ff -+ t

(7.30)

Using this parameterization, the gap equation for the generalized form of the NJL model
can be constntcted. The gap equation in the generalized NJL rnodel is sinriiar to the gap

equation in the original NJL model. The only difference is that now

it is generalized to the

nnrltiple lepton case. The generalized gap equation is shown in Eq 7.31.

- \- g!!- :'4y (g,,L,,r,,)
^,-vfuJfrte-",?,
^

The integral

fi

.

49r

(2.3r

)

(givert in Eq 7.32) in trq 7.31 is also virtuaily identical to the integral 1 in

the non-generalizetl

case.

tL:
[*or-L
" Jo
' t/u' +,n7

(7.32)

,,:\l,of (r,ff- ,) . *l

(7.33)

Its sohrtion is:

So trq 7.31 becomes:

Dn,x,l,rf

(n4-

The kinetic energy of the system is given

r) +cz,

2tr2

L1

(7.34)

as:

a)oryv,l:#r,*#,,

(7.35)

p

whele the integral
used on

fi and .[

-I7

is also divergent. Using the sanre regularization renormalization nrethod

(fronr the non-genet'alized NJL nrodel), the sohrtion to

2cirrl?* r,l
',: *lt (^7- ;) .

-I7

is found to be:
(7.36)
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The regularization process gives the same conditions as before, with:

)Euor,

6glvpr
C7

V

:

B.t,

Qt

- C) :

/n gn\

\r.Jrl

o

in Eq 7.37 can be found from the gap equation, and substituted into Eq

7.37

to get:

oE''n"' v l*r(m'4-1)-'4*crl
:o
WlvPr:-w L ,r tr, / Li1 ,l

(7.38)

which leads to the result:

Q:

(7.3e)

Ci.

From these restrlts, a complete forntulation of the vaclrlrrr] energy can be created. The
vaclrlrn] energy formulation is:

E.o":

-#\{", (^'#-;) .

2cim?

* D,- o?l*?

#{L,n,o,'1,",

(-#-,) .ol }

(^#-,) **'] }

Q

40)

with the condition:

Eun"lat:o: 0 -+ Dt : -df

(r,!- i)2) - 26rcr
\ t-L:i
L

(7.41)

being a result of the regularization process.

A new constant

(

is introduced a,t this stage of the theory.
C-

( describes

R

r

the mass ratio of:
(7.42)

In order to further sinrplify the model, a variabie 7 is proposed. 7 represents the sum of the
mass ratios squared (for three flavors

f:

3) of each lepton compared to the datum rlass,

or:

T:7+r2+R2:7+r2+{2r2

(7.43)

The sum of the natitral logarithms of each mass ratio nmltipliecl by each mass ratio squared
is also formillated as a variable .I:

,I

:

r2lt'tr +

R2lnR: rzlrtr + r2(2lnr + r2{2h'f

(7.44)

77
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The variable U given in 7.45 is also necessary to consicler, where the values of the arbitrary
constants u) u, and

w

are

waiting to be fixecl later in the theory
"

(u: 9,,u:
: S).
*,,,
mi'
nt't'
mi /
\

U:ulru*Rw

(7.45)

I : ffi, tn" vaclllrn)
energy density Iilz 1.ho*, in trq 7.46) during the vacuunr phase transition k
ryW and can
After introclucing the

seecl ma^ss d7

and the corresponcling variable

be expressed in terms of U , T, ,./, and the variable y which is does not yet have a fixed value
(see Eq

7

.48).

76128"'"
vv \
- v;i- - ri,,r,s):
-4(, - *)*lQ,* *

y

(s'

- *ll| L\ -*)r+

- 1)'r +, .11+

f

r)u

"r] + lsrtns - r2tnr)T + 2(s (s

- r)r,2[t,,, * a -

1)'r

*,, *y7
(7.46)

Hence, the seed mass growing function

/(s)

is inserted so

that dtrring the progression of the

VPT, we take care of df being not n'tl as that in the expression
as the exponential function given

in

* : ry./(s)

is chosen

E,c17.47.

/(r) : e*+t
The variable

37

(7.47)

in I,4/ is also waiting to be lixed to (see Appendix for more details):

,m?
Y: 1,17p:,

(7.48)

The vactruilr energy density at the internrecliate stage of the VPT (i.e. l0r,"rz)) can be
described asW(r) with s -+ 0 (/(s) is eliminated as rvell). So, using F,q7.46 and Eq 7.47,
the vacuun] energy density at the end of ihe VPT

w(r):

-"1(r-;)

Ory

@)) is described in Eq 7.4g.

r+ r7-r'tn1r1r -2ru +4rz
a
1t,,,* -

t)1: +.t +

-)
(7.4e)

_r3 [

tl12

orl(''*-ta-1)T+'r+;l

Unfortunately, the equations derived from this which describe the mass ratios do not
have a sohrtion for

r

and

{.

This inrplies that, at least for the case when we consider just

the electron, nllton, antl tau, this theory cannot propose a solution. However, this cloes not

inhitrit the proposal of adtiitional leptons in order to satisfy the revised NJL theorv.
18
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7.L

Six Flavor Lepton Case

After exaniining the four and five lepton scenarios,

it

was tbund

that they may not give a

valirl sohrtion. So, a six lepton scenalio was proposed by Ni and his coileagues (inchrding
this author). This six lepton scenario uses the ratios:

,
where

:"",

R

7f1,1

1112,1r13,TT1,4,'trl1, ancl nz6

:U,

lTLt

F

: w, p :'",H :''u
TTLI
D71

(7.50)

ITLy

are the masses of the final leptons created by the

VPT, and

rn1 is again the rnass of the lepton chosen as the reference lepton. The vahres of
are then revised
,1.

T

ancl

J

to become:

:t+12 + lf.2 + li2 + p2 + H2 : 7 +r2{t+(r[1 +n:2(1 + pr))]

J:7+r2lrrr + R2lnR+

F2lnF + P2lnP +

H2lnH:1+

r2lnr{7 +(2lrz([1

(7.51)

* n2lrtn(l+

pzlnp))]

(7.52)
where the ratios €, K, p, and a are:

R
c<:;'":

T
I'
/i'l': ['o:T

H

(7.53)

Firre flnal equations can then be formulated in terms of r,{,n,p, ancl

o. Ni and his coliab-

orators (inchrding this author') are currently in the process of formulating this six lepton
theory. This author was highly involvecl in the caiculations of the fbur, hve, and six lepton
scena,rios.

8

Summary and Discussion

While also constnrcting a model for Leptons, Ni and his colleagiles (inchrding this author)
have been creating a generalized nrodel of the NJL model

fol quarks. Physicists already know

that at least six quarks exist, the up, down, top, bottonr, charnr, and strange quarhs. Thus,

it is necessary to begin the considera,tion

of the quark nrodel for six nlasses by considering

flve mass ratios with the datum mass (m1):

, :A,R
Tft

l

:ry,, F :
lTLt

?!!, p

Tl71

: ffi,, H :
Tllt

ffi6

(8.1)

'tTL1
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where

?T12, TTL1, 7174, TTL1,

and tn6 are the masses of flve of the quark flavors. From this point,

the preliminary theoretical franrework is currentl;, being constructetl by Ni, his coliaborators,
and this author.

The implications of the generaiized NJL model are very far reaching. One notable exantple is that of the 0+ scalar bosons. Using the generalizerl NJL model, a theory can be
constructed for these bosons which nray be able to accurately predict their masses. Another
one of the main implications nlay be in the use the quark vacllltnt has in discussing dark

matter in the univelse.

I

Appendix

The seed nrass growing factor for leptons is given in Eq 7 .47. The subsequent derivatives of

this function multiplied by (s -

r)

are given beiow, and assist in obtaining a sohrtion from

the energy density function. The first derivative is:

(a

)

ta, t/f'l(' -r)1.i, ,,":,:'

(e. 1)

The second delivative is:

{#'r,',(' -')t}.:,,,:,

:'

(s.2)

The thirtl clerivative is:

r)t},:,,":, : -,
{#'r,,,,s -

(e.3)

r)l}.:,,"_, :,
{#'r,',,s -

(e 4)

The fourth clelivative is:

Using these results, the derivatives of the vacllllnr energy density (Eq 7.a6) can be cal-

culated. The results of these calculations can be used to deternrine sonre of the unknown
constants in the expression for the vaclrlrn] energy density. The lesults are given below as;

fut1

:o *

[(g,

-

1)T + J + [J],:1

:

t

2a1,a1

: -!:GflNi

(e.5)
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o -+ y -+

J
T

y1

fu"s"tt:0 -+ U :27 -)

a,1

2

(e.6)

;
t)

: ;T

(e.7)

t-)

.,
I4l.""",,:17>0
n

(e 8)

o

For the qllark case, folrr separate seed mass renormalization functions rr)ust be considered.
These four (the coluilrn labels of the table) and their clerivatives (the rou, labels of the table)
are given

in Table 9.1.

f'/'(t)(, - ,)
*( ),,

ys/2 (s) s2ln s
1

3

8

6

9

DJ

2

4

-18

-8

(

_,q

\-\"'/1r

r-2)

2

-4

oa

-

1

#r )"
#( ),,
As4

ystz@)(s2

q

fu/r(r)(" _ ,)

15
4

_55

Table 9.1: The Seed lVlass Growing Factor for Quarhs
The results for the qttark case harre yet to be utilized in the actual theoretical fornrulation

of the generalized NJL nrodel for quarks, but, they are anticipated to be very important
components of the theory.
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